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BY !CHMIZJDUO!CIOMETHOD AS COMPARWD WITH THE STRIP HMTHOD*
By L. Paggl
r
Il!lTRODUCTIOllI.
It Is an established fact that the phenomenon of auto-
rot~tion, which caueee the greater percentage of airplane
crashes can be verified when, the wing being wholly or In
part beyond the stall, the rolllng and yawing moments set
up as a result of a rotation about the axis of roll are such
as to foster this rotation which does not occur when the
wing is below the stall.
This manifests the Importance which attachee tc the
study of forcos and moments produced by the rotation of the
airplane about an axle located In Its plane of symmetry.
The problem has been attacked by various authors, In
particular by Euche and Schmidt whc applied the so-called
strip method which is based upon the assumption that the
forces and moments per unit length acting in each section
of the wing are equal to thoee on an Infinite cylindrical
wing of equal section In an alr flow of intensity and d5reo-
tion reeultln~ from the apparent relatlve motion of this
eectlon with respect to the surrounding alr (reference 1).
In other vorda they dlaregarded the Inducsd velocities,
which, however, are of such Importance that their omission
Is bcund to result in appreciable errore, as we attempt to
prove In this report.
*ilCalcolo delllautorotazione CO1 metodo dell’lnduzione In
ala monoplana e confronto CO1 metodo dells strlscia.11 From
LtAerotecnlca, October 1933, pp. 1255-1293. (Thls paper
was awarded a prise of 3000 ltre by the Italian Research
Council.)
——.—.— -.—- —. --— .-— —
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PART I. THMORS!TICAL AHALYSIS
.
Notation
The notation is prefaced by the following explanations:
a) Whenever we refer to a quantity in which the induced
incidence had been omitted, the symbol for the quantity is .
over-scored.
b) The subscript denotes the value of the pertinent
quantity with respect t: the wing center. .
c) The signs Xt, yt, W, ~, used in confection with
vector quantities, represent the components along axis x
parallel with the sero lift curve of the wing (constant air-
foil section and conetant angle of attack), of axlm y at
right anglds to x“ and to the wing axis, of axim par-
allel to the axis of motion and of axis ~ perpendl~;lar
to it -d to the wing axle (fig~”1).
L = wing span,
s = ~ ~, distance of a uectlon of the wing from the
center (fig. 1),
lL= wing chord of any section: (1 = nondimensional
coefficient) ,
v = resultant velocity,
n= angular velocity of rotation of the wing,
IJ $ ratio 0
( ).
(D= — f velocity at wing tip with rota-
Vox
tton ~ to the component Vox of the apparent
velocity at the center of the wing.
vi = Induced velocity.
(ieneralObservatlo&s and Simplifications
The study of an airfoil in trantalatory motion and at
‘i&’’angle of attack which Is bound up with the so-called
.
. . - , -—- --- .— ----- - —“ —
.-. -. —.-. ,,. 7----
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‘s~co~b%mm of s wing of finite span (000 Plfa%ol.esi.
Aemodin-&nica, pp. 250, etc.) is more-complicated becauee:
.
a) The apparent ~eloclty is not constant at every
point of the wing:
b) The angle-of-attack range”ln question Is so large
as to make It absolutely inadmissible, evem In first ~-
proxlmation, to consider the lift curve a~ a atr’sightllde-
or to substitute for each singleits tangent or sine:
1. c) The vdrtloee tihddby the wing are helkcoidal aboutthe axis of motion rather than rectilinear. .
Aside from these factti, there Is the queetion”of va-
lldtty of the well-known relation which tiotatho etrongth
of tho free vortices shed by tho wing to the lift dletri.-
bution. And the reason for this Is that thirdrelationship
Is generally dorlvod from the Kutta Joukowski and StokeEs
theory on the conservation of the vortex theories the ap-
plicability of which does not appear to be admissible with-
out the other.
On the other hand, when we consider the physical phe-
nomenon of the formation of the vortices and bear in mind
that it reflects the dlsequllibration caueed by the pree-
sure differences on the top and bottom surfaces of the wing
in aocord with the change of lift across the span, it is
seen that Prandtlls method retains Its validity even for
the case of stalling, at least in approxlmatlon, as is oon-
ceded In the present report*. .
A check of the above should be of interest and could
be readily made In the wing tunnel by measuring the lift
and drag on elllptlce.1wings of varying fineness ratto at
stalling. If this could be verified for such wings, the
difference in fineness ratio should correspond to a differ-
ence (constant across the span) of the apparent angle of
lttack, and would be easily computed. “
*Various English. exporimonts (references 2 and 3) demon-
strate the valldlty of the Kutta Joukowski theory at stall-
%ng provided that, to the extent to which .it is computed,
the circulation cancels normally to the wdce.
— —. .——
. . -— .—
. . . .
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In view of the foregoing, together with the lack of
more reliable criteria, the proposed problem Is treated by
the conventional method deduced from Prandtlls theory.
..-. .. .
.
-With’t“hls’.assumpt~ori, t is noted that In consequence
of consideration b) the lift and drag coefficients are no
longer referred to”the angle of attack a, a transcenden-
tal term of the velocity component; but rather, to ite tan-
& denoted with A.g?nt
v= “.
In addition, it is noted that In the expression for
the circulatl.on - Instead of comparing the resultant veloc-
ity v, an irrational function of the component of motion-
tiecomp”a%eits component on axis x, which, at least, when
disregarding the Induced velocity, can, as component of ax-
is y, have
‘o~ and + U* as linear function of quan-
ti.t”y“VO=; ”V07 and @x : @y or VOX.
. .
“~hen we write
. .
l.”
. . r= ~Vx~LP
.“
““P-bdlnga function of .A;
. hi
.,
..
.
which, compared with t-hecurrent expression ~“lves alone:
,.
P .% . .
Cos E . ..
The-unit wing lift and the two components”’on axia x
and y are: .,. ....
.-
. .
. . .
~VxVxtLP. .
(2)
Similarly the drag per unit of wing span and.Itk two
components on axis x and y are:
..m . . .
..
.. .,.
-.. .tm. .. .
.. . .
., . .
-v-
i?
. .
4
Hence
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(3)
R
(jr 00
=—
cos a
This obviates the extension in the case In which the
components of this said reaction along any other two axes
“are considered. It is noted that, eo long as the induced
velocity is disregarded, it ie:
(4)
When the induced velocity is taken Into account, we
either chmge V or A. Tt.epossibility of simplifying
the equations makes it possible to write the circulation ae
(5)
by comparing the values of V and A relative to the llft.
Pi is a function of A and of the direction of the in-
dmed velocity vi.
“ Latatly, to Insure a real advantage, the coefficientta
P and R should be expressed In simple manner by means of
the variable A.
Then we have
P =ALA+AaAa+”A=As + Ha A= +H=Aa+ . ...(6)
R= B. + BX A+Ea A= + . . . . (7)
-----
—
-.—
..-.
.
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Obviously the value of the above coefficients must be
computed step by step on the basis of the P ~a R curves.
(As to their order of magnitude, the reader Is referred to
$Aq numerical example.)
Regarding Item c), it iEIadmitted that the free vorti-
ces coil around the axis of motion, as is rigorously ob-
served when coincident with the axis of rotation. The re-
sults in appendix 1 then permit the substitution of recti-
linear for helical vortices starting from the same point of
the wins and tangent to the corresponding helical rortices.
, Determination of the Induced Velocity of the
System of R’reeVortices
To begin with, t.tis admitted that, in spite of the
high anglec of attack the usual method of calculation can
be appiied to the induced angles of attack, and specifi-
cally that, at each point of the wing, they release a vor-
tex of intensity equal to the derivative in that point of
the adhoriag vorticlty and that Is of the circulation.
Then, with viK mld vi~ es the induced velocity
components along axis of motion ~ and along axis [ at
right angles to it e.Edof the axis of the wing, the approx-
imation gives
(8) “
t = redated abscissa at the
drag can be determined, and
the vortex is releasad.*
cos(tan-l)(u~ p) (9)
point in which the induced
t’ = that at the point where
. .
—.— .—. _ ——— .— .. ..—
‘i
Y
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Mow WEI can write*
-- . .. --.. .-.. ,. .,
Cos X(fan-l)x x = 1 - 0.1 x - 0.02 x x=
(lo)
13inX (t+-.x)X x = 1.05 X*X.- 0.35 x Xa
which, oxpreaee~ by a multiplicative coefficient, become
(a”~ta +“b ~~ + c) =
(11)
By integrating (11) relative to ~I we obtain - when
coaeidering that the circulation about the wing tlpe 5s
certainly zero, otherwise we ehould heve concentric vortl-
cee at these points -:
r 1
*Mot,?the comparison between the values of (10) and the
effective values of the.particular functlone In the appen-
dix.
- - .-. -
— — .-. .- ---
.— —.
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or for (10)
(12)
and which is, with exception of the terms containing
[~ r d ~’ whi~~ usually are much smaller, precisely the
resultant induced vclocitiee obtained when the vortsx fil-
aments aro parallel to that leaving at tho particular point.
Consequently they sme perpendicular to the direction of the
velocity In that point and their magnitude will be that of
a r~stsm of coplanar vorticee of identical strength.
Analygts of Circulation Distribution
We begin with the terms containing @’d ~’. BY
substituting tho vector sum To I for the apparent velocity
of the center of preseure PO the circulation distribution
can be computed when taking y.t ae the apparent velocity
and considering for the Induced veloclty only the first
terms occurring in the second term of (12), which corre-
sponds to.the induced velocity when the vortices are co-
plenar to that shed At the particular point.
..
..1
).“i —.. -
.—— ---- —-. ---
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: On the basis of the defined dlstrlbut~on weJcan doter-
.
mltie ~~ “I”-d ~1‘-fid thus a~rlve at tlieap~arent v610clty
?.. “
r The objectionable feature of this procedure lies In
the difficulty of following the calculation based upon a
sufficiently established apparent velocity, which has no
other Interest”when we wish to pursue the calculations of
the entire angle of attack range.
The term &x r d ~1 is mor tractable with the etrlp
method, so that ~al can be determined wheh the velocity
To I i“s known. This metho”d”involves no appreciable 8rrorY
as the terms are generally quite Bmall l-ncomparison with
the remalnt.er of (12). “
. .
Putting Tol instead of 70 we c&’ determine the in-
duced velocities on the basis of the abstracted terms with
f.’.zI’ d~’. The following figures always refer to a ve-
locity at the center of the wing equal to ~ot. However,
for the sake of brevity we writo 70 l Tlaeneven the
smallness of the terms enables us to differentiate between
the two quantitiefi, an.1we retain the notatfon VI to in-
dicate tho part of the nertinent induced veloclty.
Ae to the atete~ent about tke restangularlty of the
induced vclocit~ to the apparent veloclty ?, the induced
vi
angle of attack results In 7 and the effective velocity
will practically be equal in magnitude to the apparent ve-
locity, hence the Increment due to them in the circulation
will be $V%” l
da
Compared with (5) it is
(13)
which serves to calculate function
‘1 “
ITOWwe writo into (5) the “value of the induced veloc-
—-. .——. . .
—-- --—. . . . -. -. .._
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‘ity derived from the preceding considerations, eo that: .
The result is an integral equation which can be treat-
ed w.i~hthq “metbo.d:.~erfectlyanalogouta to that employed In
the resolution of the-nsecond problem on wings of finite
span~ cited above.
.“ Y.orex.emple,when Glauewtte method (deecribed in de-
tail in Pistolesils treatise) which is particularly ap-
propriate, is used, we can put:
. .
i
r =. Vox L~an” sin n 0
1.
whereby: . ‘
Cos e= t
...
(15)
(16)
and (14) becomes “
r
=~ausinne=
VOXL
or:
. .
. .
.,
.,
I
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1- Wy coo e) (18)
Hote: Incidentally It wI1l be seen that this integral
equation Is substantially the same and gives therefore the
l same values for the circulation aO that relative to the
~seccnd problemti for a wing of finite span moving with uni~
form forward epekd To and for whioh the lift coefficient
will be proportional to the total effective angle of attack
(apparent To ~a Induced Yi) according to the ratio of
proportionality A. The chord c and the apparent angle
of attack ‘yO are defined from
Thus it is apparent that the variation of the deriva-
tive of the lift curve corresponds to a congruent change in
apparent angle of attack and wing chord.
The induced velocity then will be:
Determination of Coefflcient8 ~
Equation (18) being satisfied for all points of the
axis of the wing exactly defines the infinite coefficients
%“ Their determination requires In general the resolution
of a system of infinite equations obtained opportunely by
checking (18) for an infinite number of points on the wing
axis.
In practice, since the coefficients ~ - being relat-
ed to a development In I’o-arierseries - approach zero when
n = Inflnlte, and usually are small enough to be negligible,
when starting from n = 6 to 8, we can confine oqarselvesto
the first terms of the development.
—— —. .—
--- .- —__
I
..
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If they are m in number the relative m coefficients;
c= be obtained in two WAYS:
.
.-,
The first, wh5chhs the advantage of not requlrlng an
analytical term df the curve of coefficient P and Pa,.
simply consists in prescribing that (18) be complied with
at m points of the wing axis (obviously the tips must also
bp Identically satltafied)well chosen.
r
.,
;... The second method, whish we prefen, has the great ad-
vahtage of giving” r end r.. (circulation with or withotit
considering the induction effect) in the s-6 malYtical .
form, and.which, lendtng itself readily for comparison of
b.o.t.hcases, is a natural extension of Hunk’s method for the
elliptical wing at low angle of.attack.
It requiree the development of
in Fourier series, to wit:
.
pi12 m
=Zt nt20sne
4sinel.
(20)
(21)
The first term of (18) can,.as.we know~ be expressqd
with
m
~knt3inn0
wherein kn is a ltnear function of ~.
.,
.,..
. . .“
1
.“ ‘ go eompay””wlth (lE)fi’&4s:... “ .,1..‘. . f
.!. ..
. .
%1= Zl
I
I ---- —--
..
l’.
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.;, . “.
The result”ie a system of Infinite equations of”irifi-
.
-““”“ii~kilihkilawnvaluem %, -‘Then, it -the.development contatnm
only a limited number of terms (say, two or three), the
problem 1s markedly slmpllfied, with the result that a num-
ber of coefficients cancel “
Mote: In the above treatment It was tacitly a~sumed
that the increment of the lift cooff~cient was in every
point proportional to the induced angle of attack. mow,
since the Induced angles of attack can assume, as we know, ap-
preciable values, this simplification consisting in final
analysis, In substituting at each point of the lift curve
the tsagent of this curve, can Involve considerable errors.
Although we were not concerned with this as we did not wish
to complicate our problem too much, it nevertheless should
be interesting, even for the effects on other problems, to
see how to obtain a closer approximation.
We have: V = velocity, a. = apparent angle of attack
F=LIV~ =v~?!-~sinne
1
the value of the circulation in a certain approximation (for
example by strip method);
-v
vl=—
2 sin 9
the corresponding value of
approximation;
r =LV~
the effective value of the
-v
‘1 = 2 sin ~
the effective value of the
.We write
l!n~nslnne1
the Induced velocity by the same
~ainn(l
clroulatlon;
i Ilan 0in2te
Induced velocity.
. .
(
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Tkis.equatian Iq similar to (14], but the.incremental. terms
and the quantity are much reduced, herice.the approximation
is better.
Induced Velocity*
Equation (19) yields:
LUKCOS e
vl~ = vi sln(tan-l)
1 - U* Cos e
. . . . 5i .:...
Vit = ?i cOs(t=-l) ~K COS e1 -u
t
cos e
which may be ,written in the form of:
v
vie= ‘~cnsinne4
The bn and Cn values are easily computed, when
bearing in mind (12) as functions of the coefficients ~
(see Part II) .
Similar terms are obtained for the induced velocities
pro~ected on axis x and y.
Forces end Moments on the Wing
a) Forces ~a Moments Due to Zift.
First we abstrsct the Induced velocltiee. Based upon .
(15) the circulation is then expressed as
*contrary to the general rule the indticedvelocities are fig-
ured positive according to the positive direction of the cor-
responding axis. .
The
‘lift -pe-&
P~=-P
-=- P
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force comonents d.ong axle K ~d ~ the to the
tiit leng%h
—
of the wing are:
and Ie
[
Oforn*l
~~sinnesinede=m
~forn=l”
J~slnm0sinn6cos0d~
[
Oforln-ml$l
~for]n-ml=l
1
J.
(24)
I —. —..- -.. . .---- ..— — .—.
, , ..,. . . . .. .... . .. —— - - .
—. -., ,. ..- -..
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..
we finally arrlwe at
: :.
(25)
‘when taking into account tkat L can be replaced by -
(s = ~rea, “ ).= aspect ratio) and tntroduclng the force and
moment coefficl ente.
The induction due to (22) can be allowed for by sub-
stituting ~ for ~, likewise Vox @K cos e end
v (
1
ox _ - UC coe Q) can bo replaced by tho moro com-Cos u~
plete equations
0s
( Zcnsinne70= ,UK COB Q +
2 sin e )
(
170= — - u: Coae +
cos a. . 2*? ‘. ‘inn ‘) ‘2’)
Then we have
(27)
l
I.- .-
.— _ .- —
. .
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and again
(28)
-1
Analogously, the comparison of (27) with (26) gives the in-
duction effect:
for the moments.
It will b~ observed that the terme containing the dif-
ference al - al denote the effect of the change in circu-
lation, whereas the terms containing bn and Cn represent
the effect - for equal circulation - of the directional
change of the velocity.
b) Forces and Moments Due to Drag
On the basis of (3) we have:
Putting
+1( ‘i.@+-- ) =~dnslnne “Vox ..
-.—- . . _
—. —_
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we similarly derive:
,.
;;~ TTA
[
d,.1
1
lSdnbn= cosa a. —2
--@da+-
Cos ao 2 t 21
,,”i
[
IT)dm
‘r~ = cos~ a. --—— ~da+
1
$~dncn
2
[
v~adal
‘r~ ‘coaa a-~ - - - ~{(dl + da) +“04 coa a. 2
+ ~ ~(dn bn+l
1
+ d-l bn)
We omit the torma of the correapondlng coefficients
for the case of negligible induced velocltiea. since this la
eaaily deduced from the above formulaa.
J.. ,-
I?owlet ua note how by a similar method the force an”d
moment coefficl.enta with respect to axia x .and y can .be
directly established, which in special caaoa, auc-hag of ro-
tation about axia x, may make the calculation more tract-
able.
To havo with simple devolopmenta: T
n #a
= coaaao
[ IJ
l~y (al+ a=) + ~~ (~bn+l + bn%+l)mpx -A ~-;
4
Naturally bn ~d Cn must be computed with respect to
the new axoa. The total force”and moment coefficients are
obtained by addtng tho momenta duo to Ilft and those duo to
drag.
-. I
...-. —— .— — .—
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PART II. HUMEEICAL APPLICATItW
-. .. .
. ..-
.
The mathematical interpretation of the effect of the
induced Yelooltles on the moments acting on the wing con-
talstsin applying the resulto of the preceding analyslsto
the determination of the rolllng and yawing moments of an
elliptical wing of atapeot ratio 6. This determination ex-
~tentls to vartous values of mean angle of attack and speed.
of rotation for both inclmled and dimegarded induced ve-
looity.
The results of these calculations being g~ven else-
where, we give here only a brief summary of the analytical
method employed In the determination of the various perti-
nent quantities.
. .
Characteristic.’Wing curves
The wing characteristics are defined on the basis of
the curve of the lift P and drag R coefficients In
terms of ~ariable A = tan a by moans of the following
equations (empirically stable In following tho course of
the corrospondlng exporlmental VSIUOS relative to the win
5taken Into consideration In the work of ~uchs and Schmidt*.
P = 5.75 A - 0.55 Aa- 17.50 As+ 13.90 A4 (~f)
R = 0.05 + 1.1 A4 (at)
These curves are illustrated in figure 2, while figure-
3 gives the corresponding curves for the coefficients %?
=d Cr (with conventional notation) “incompari son with the
above experimental figuree.
As previously pointed out, the intersection of P and
R with Cp and Cr ta dlreatly given from
& 1
: Cr Cos a
a =- absoluto angle of attaak
*As a matter of fact, this work treats the yalues of ~ and
Cr for a finite aspeot ratio. However, we are not concezmed
with this except as to the trend of the ourve which at least
at high angles of attack slightly varies with the aspect ra-
tio.
--
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.,” . ““’,.,” ,......1: “.
.. .. . ..... .. .
~igure 2 glvee only the curve
readily obtainable from. .
. . ...”’.
. ...
.. . . .
. .
.,.
. ., Doterminatlon. of
.m.
“.
... . .
.“
According to the !e.xplanatlon,
factors of the development of
. . . ..”
of the Pit values,
P sin a
.
. .
. .
=n
the coefficient w are
..4
. . .
,..
..:
In Fourior taeries~”
or, for the elliptical wing, of
This .dev~lopment is readily effected when Wy = O. In
the opposito case it Is more expedient to eqrotas tho vari-
ablo
A +@xCOSO “
- ~= ;
-@ycoa9 .
Then we substitute” (11) for P which, written in (3),
glvea
where the coefflclentsi ‘A,” Aa; ~, are simply functlona
of the mean angle of attack (or what la the same, of ita
.
tangent %.A) -&id”or ra~%o —. . “:. “ “ - “
‘Y .,I ..
T~na.the problein n&koy~’~otin to the dev&~’e@ent of
. .
. .
... ,. J“
1.
-. .
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sin e. . (1 - Oy 00s e)s
in Yourier series, whtoh Is easily effecte~.
Approximate Evaluation of P~’1
m
In the particular case of the elliptical wing, this
becomes
P4 1
The exact evaluation of this term involves consider-
able complications In the calculatlons,at least,when we
wish to apply the method of calculation Indicated In Part
I, and which Is followed in the present example.
An othorwise the term itself is relatively mmall with
respect to unity, it is added in tho first term of (18) so
as to give It a sufficiently approximate evaluation. ThlS
may be done as in this particular ease by constructing
graphically by points the ourve giving thitaterm as func-
t~~ & thav~lable ea
This accomplished, the curve IISasalmilated to a par.
@da after which the .sald term 1s readily put in the follow-
Xng form:
pt I
sto+tzcoue+t=coa 20
nT
Calculation of ~
With due regard to the preceding approximate term, we
cam write
— — .—.
——. . .
— —..-—
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..“ . 8:::“ -,
.....
[
.
nt
1 +“—
1
p: = “...“
4 sine
=
[ 1
al(l+to) -~ait=+aatl+~a= tasin (3+
[ 1
+ a= (1 + 2 to) +~tla= +.2 a~ta+.~altl sin 29 + .... “
..
With (16) in mind, (18) gives: .,
( ~l+ to-2 ) 3al+ tlaa +- taaa2
3$tlal+ (1 + 2to)aa+ - tlaa + 2 t3a4
2
1
~ ‘*L+ tla2 + (1 + 3 to) a=+ 2 tla~
and for the following terms in general:
n-2 n+lt
—t=*_a+—
2 2
1%-1+(1+
. .
= == (3t)
nto)~+
.
If the consideration is limited to the first m terms
, ~by assuming the others to be negligible, it results in a
system of m equations of m unknown al aa ...O.an.
This can be resolved, for example, by a method of pro-
gressive approximations the first of which m~ be obtained
by assuming all terms of the principal determinant to be
Eero, excepting those of Its principal diagonal which usual-
ly have much higher coefflctente th~ the other terms. Then
the thus obteinod VRIUOS may be put in the terms first as-
sumed as zero, considering them now as shown, which yields
a second approximation. The procedure can be repeated to
I,, ,- #
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obtain various progressive approximatlons~ In the case,
however, where t with Index greater than 1 IIIsero it
is more expedient to use” tho conventional method of resolu-
tion by substitution.
Calculation of ~aotors bn and en
-..
Theee coefficients are the results of the development
of
UK Coa e in the approximate formBy expressing
1“-@ ~ COB f3
UK COS e + % @g COS= e aridintroducing equation (10) fihlle
disregarding the terms with cog O at pokers higher than
two, we can write
sin (tin-l)
COB (tin-l)
where h and k
Then we have
“ q =(1
1
(J)KCom e
1 -Ug Cose
% COS e
1 -UK cos e
are coastants which are easily computed.
and In general:
-.
-. .
l.—.- - —— — .
—— —-
2“4 S1.A.d..A.Technical
. ,. : -.
A. . . . . .
. . ‘:.; i k;::3:+.nj1
,,r.)..% -=
... ..‘.:
Meni;rhnt%lmNol .?4+
( )
.k~ . “s’
kl~-i +::n 1 +.:7. ~ + “.
.:. ” :., .,. . ..
., ,.,
. . . . I.:J
n+2k
+— 3%+24.. .$
bn can be obtained in the came manner by eubstltuting
.k for h. and i!leletlag.the..terme 1..wlthln [ ~(.which can
be called k. = 1, while ho = O).
It should be noted that the abovs method. can be extend-
ed to Include the case where the directions In which the in-
duced velocities are to be determined may be other than axis
K or ~, and the particular case when In direction of axis
x and y. . . ..
:-
Coofficients d and d
.I.
. ..
The ~ coefficients c~ be determined in the same
mspner as the ~ coofficie-rite. Mow,”however, the results
are much ”more simplified “becasue of the smaller number of
terms In the E equation compared to that .for P.
The d coefficlente can be defined In the same way by
any approximation conslderin~ only the flrst”two.terms of
the series development of the induced angles of attack so
that the effective velocities can still be aesumed as being
linear.
.. .. .
In this manner It is shown that”practically any part
included in formulas (25), (27), (28), and (29), can be cal-
culated, which give the -forces and momenta along axis K
and ~ or along x and Y. It m= he found expedient to
.uaa the one or the other according to whether the.calculat-
ions insure simpler results with one than with the other.
To illustrate: -if ~y = O, it is preferable to use the sec-
ond, if
‘~
= O, to use the first. 3’rom”the.results of the
first, we ban readily chango to those of tho second by a
simple change of axes.
.. .
Numerical Calculation
.
Q!aIiLl~- ~. = 0.6, rotation about axis K, which’;
gives:
. .-.—— —,.. , ,---- ,, ,-, - , , ,. ,. -- —, . . . .. .. . ,,.,,-.-—
r
——
I
;...
-.
..
.,. .
...
...-..........
. .
,,
. ..
!. ,? ..:
. . .
.“
:.
. .
. .
lt.AiC.A.
. .
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r ‘o
25
u= = 0.1666
. . QLS!L2.-” & = 0069 rotat~on about axle x(% = O)*
.
% = 0.10
.
% = 0.20
u
x = 0.30
wLOLii.*- ~o = 0.3, axle of rotatton and angular ve-
locity.
The above theory 1s, etrtctly speaking, applicable only
to the first cam, ainco. in other ca~en, it does not satis-
fy the system of vortices leaving the wing under the assumed
condltious, I.e., hel%cal vortices about the axle or rota-
tion. However, It seemed advisable to effect the calcula-
tions for these cases also, so as to obtain some idea of the
degree of Influence of the induced angle of attack when the
rotation is other than about the axis of motion.
.
The following tables show the results obtained in case
. 1, while figures 4, 5, and 6,.give thciourves of the mbment
coefficients for the thr6e oases. .Itwill be noted that,
for case 1, these coefficients are plotted agafntat“axis ~
and L and for easee 2 and 3, agatnst axie x and ~.
This may seem Inconsistent, but it actually is not so, when
it is observed that, in this manner, the moments abotit the
axis of rotation and the rectangular axis to that of “tho
wing are considered. It affords a better charaoterisation
of the wing reaction to the rotation. The curveta and tables
show for each case the imfluenee of the tndacod angle of at-
taok to be appreciable. It Is interesting then to note how
lIt Is easily seen that the two cases of speed or rotation,
In the first and seeond oases, approximately oorre~ond to
the same ratio between the result-t speed of rotation and
velocity VOX.
.-—
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the results of this effect in contrast to that which a pri-
ori considerations would load us to expect. Take, for ex.
ample, the caea b = 0.3. Here we may be ~nduced to con-
sider the lift curve as being straight and to apply the
methods which other authors emplo~ed from such hypotheses.
The result would be a decreased effect In Induced an-
gle of attack with a diminished rolling moment, contrary to
that shown In flgare 5. The fact is explained by observing
that, while in the case of absolutely strelght lift curve
the.flrat term (constant) of the development of the Induced
velocity in Fourier serlee results in a lower lift coeffi.
cient constant over the whole wing and consequently produces
no rolling moment unless the curve is rigorously straight,
but has, as in the case In question, a derivative less than
the high angle of attack value~; said deorease italess for
the lowered wing, and produces a rolling moment of the same
sign as that obtained by the strip method.
. .
Fcr”correct interpretation of the results hereinafter
it 1s specified that the momonn~d o rotat~
aseumed“to e K)ositivem i.e., In inverse direction of posi-
tive rotation.
The data In tables II and III may also appear complica-
ted at first glance. This is due, especially with regard
to the rolling moments, to the fact that the induced angle
of attack has a marked influence, and which Increasea as
the moment increases when assuming the value 0.260. How-
ever, we note that this Is due to the fact that the rolling
moment Is the algebraic sum of two quantities, lift and
drag, which, in this-case, are of Qpposite sign and rather
high value and such that, while one (lift quota).increases
in absolute value as induction effect, the other decreases,
In an~ case, the increment of the two terms Is still note-
worthy, e“van if taken separately R’orexample, the first
Increases by about 48 peroent. An explanation of this .fact
‘Is.seen in the analysis of the equation s~stem (18) which
“’gives the coefficients ~ in terms of %“ ~rom this,
“bearing in”mind that coefficient & assumes high values
(about 0cl~3 in this case) as can be seen from the consider-
ations of the curve of the Pi’ coefficients, it appeaas,
for example, that +, since it has no effect on coeffi-
cients ~ and ~, may have a profound effect on the coef-
ficients al- aa, as, and ccnsequbntly on coefficients
m and f.
I
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The above increase of the aoeffioients seems porfoetly
. natural when egordinated with o.thorreso~oh dat~ obtainod
by strip method. ~rom this (s00, for example, fig. 29,
Luftfahrtforschung, I’ebruary 1929) it appe~s as a small
angle of Attack ohange which may be due to.the induced ve-
. locity raiaed by ohanges In moment ooeffletents of the or-
der of those found.
As for the rate of rotation in the pertinent field,
thereare no appreciable values at which the rolling moment
oanoelso corresponding - that is, except as Indicated - to
the case of simple autorotation, at least, In cases of ro-
tation about the axis of motion or about axis x, and for
an angle of attack in the median plane corresponding to.
A= 0.6, we may deduoe by extrapolation of the aomputed
ourves that this occurs at much higher rate of rotation than
Is obtained with the strip method.
The exact calculation of such rates of autorotation,
whtch may be useful for exporlmont”alvorificatlon (model in
wind tunnel mounted free to rotate about its axis of motion)
was omitted here, slnrpl~because there are corresponding
m~imum values of the angle of attack greater than those at
which the experimental curves of the wing coefficients are
eensibly coincident with those given by the analytical ex-
pressions used for the caloulatlon.
This, naturally, does not minimixe the generalisatlon
of the procedure, because it Is always possible to give an-
alytical exprosslons with greater number of terms, which
would ooinoide over a greater rango of angle of attack with
tho oxporlmontal onos, or OISO because the analytlo~ trans-
lation of tho exporimontal ourvos Is not an oesentlal ohar-
actorlstlo of the method.
However, It was not deemed neoessary to e~feot ulterior
calculations on the basis of the above modifications In or-
der to determine tho rato of soro momont, beeause If we sep- .
arate the experimental verification from the above appllca-”
tion they have not the great Importance which they are sup-
posed to have, they would not rigorously correspond to the
.true conditions of autorotation, for which, besides nullify-
ing the rolling moments, It also requires the concurrent
cancelllng of the yawing moments. This, as m~ be readily
proved, does not occur in bho condi.tlons of flight under
consideration, wherein the path of the oenter of gravity is
maintained In the plane of symmetry of the airplane. me
s
—
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rate of autorotation requires in general the consideration
of a rate of yaw, whloh compllcatee the problem to such an
-. .. oxtamt,aa t.a,mako.St..alno..ntIntractable
... . . ..”,,,-
.-
TABLM I.
Principal Cooffloients for the Determination
of the Foroen anclMoments on a Wing
Case: Rotation about Axis of Motion A = 0;6
0.083333 ; 0,16666
0.0666
- 0.0065
- 0.0001
0.0010
0.0477
0.0113
0.0006
0.0784
- 0.0084
- 0.0122
+ 0.0021
0.0477
0.0113
0.0004
0.0673
- 0.0126
- 0.0005
0.0291
0.0486
0.0227
0,0015
0.0715
-“.0.0486
- 0.0227
+ 0.0015
0.0441
0.0269
0.0018
0.260
+ 0.0679
- 0.0116
0.000
0.1382
0.0504
0.0352
0.0251
0.0772
- 0.0178
- 0.0067
0.0205
0.0476
0.0391 “
0.0414
. ..— —
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TABLM II
a. ...........
Moment ‘Ooeffl-eionta tiK Wd .~~ ....
(Induoed Veloolty Disrogarde~)
UK
a) Momont ooofficlont lEK
(rolling momont)
Lift oomponant . . . . .
Drag component . . . . .
Total . . . . .
b) Moment coefficient
(yawing moment) ‘t
Lift component . . . . .
Drag component . . . . .
Total . . . . .
0.8333
- 0.0320
+ 0-0098
- 0,0222
- 0.0136
+ 0.0559
0.0423
0.1666
- 0.0620
+ 0.0206
- 0.0414
- 0.0278
+ 0.1130
0.0832
29
0.260
- 0.0580
+ 0.0356
- 0.0224
- 0.0434
+ 0.1740
0.1386
M. A. O.A. Tednloal
TABLm
Memorandum
III
No. 74?
. . .
Moment Ooeffloients mK and
‘c
, (Induced Velocity Included)
a) Moment coeff’iclent ~
Lift component . . . . .
Drag component . . . . .
Total . . . . .
b) Moment coefficient ~
Lift component . . . . .
Drag component . . . . .
Total . . . . .
0.8333
- 0.0410
0.0086
- 0.0324
- 0.0183
0.0656
- 0.0473
0.1666
- 0.0716
0.0176
- 0.0539
- 0.0354
0.1276
- 0.0922
0.260
- 0.0859
0.0305
- 0.0554
- 0.0505
0.1932
- 0.1427
.-
.
— . --—-— —
-— -.
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I: C&culatlon of Induced Velocities of a ~ortpx Tilament
Cotled Spirally Around an Axis
We refer to the notation given In figure 7 and con-
fine ourselwes to the determination of the weloclties Vtl
pr1 induced at points of axie X parallel to aX16 Y
and Z.
Consider a vortex filament of strength r which
leaves at a point on abscissa r of the same axis. Let
V. be its rate of advance in direction of arls z and Q
Its rate’of rotation about the same axis. Then the vortex
filament has a pitch of p = 2 m # and the inclination
of its t-gent on Zis!$.
o
Then we have at a point of abscissa rl ‘(Pistolesl,
Aerodlnamlca, p. 472):
r r~iT-q.[r-rl cos g]de
‘a’ = ~
rv (1)Vtt = — -QC n-y~[r _
4Trn r cos e - r 0 sine] d e
With
H
Voa
=ra+rla-2rrlcos e+nyea
By p~tting H in the form_of
we oan
~ya .
H= L --:’” +(&y q’+(r -I
write
1 3
-—
[ 0].(r --- rf)a+ k aea?’= 2
2rrl(l-cosO)
2 r r’(1 - cos e)
[
= 7.’
()](r-r~)a.t~e’ !
.—— __ .— —
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in close approximation*.
ThiEIexpression written in (1) affords: “ ..
+ rff:
[
“,-+:a;*,a’ e ‘
(r - r’)
m
- 3 r rl J-o (1 - 1
cose)(r-rs cose)~e
[
6
()](r - rl)’ + ~’ea lak:. j
[
.,= LL2J” (r! - r)de
. t 4TTno
[(r -
rl)s + (:y ,.]% +
+ rjo= 1- COG e -e Sine
[
~ (r - r’)a
Q’(1 - cos e [r: - r
9
1
(COS e + e8in0nde
3rr1j
o
[(r - “)’+ (%’ )ad “2
On the other hand, we know that:
*The convergence of the above Indicated development ie in-
sured from being consistently 1 - cos < $ (32 so that in
the most unfavorable hypothesis the ratio of Incremental to
basic term roaults In .rrt&a
()
a ratio which, as
V. ‘
polntod out olsowhoro in tho report, 16 consldorod < 0.25.
—.
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therefore we can write synthetically:
,.. ,., . . . ..
r“f)””;l PO
[
-.
~ai = —
—+T
‘1
(Alrl +Bzr rr)
41T~r rf. r
r
[
1 Q(Aar+ BarrVtt = —
1
1)
4TT —+rlrf-r
These expressions are useful for comparing the helical
vortex having the same inltlal velocity withthoee of a
straight vortox leaving at the same point of the vortex.
These are clearly expressed In the formula
-lr Qr rs~n (t~-?) — = A _
1
POya: = — —
*
Cos(tan- r
r’ - r 47T V. r: - r 4 u
}( )2
— 1 r Slr
‘t ‘—— Cos (tan-l) —
r! - r 4n PO
J
Now we shall show how the calculation of coefficients
A and B may be carried out. To compute these integrals
ranging between Oandcu It is advisable to dlvldo them
Into two parts, in one of which ranging near O and a fi-
nito number suitably selected, we can develop the numerator
in series of variable ~ while in the other, ranging be-
tween said number and Infinity, the term
[ ( )]=/a(r-r f)a +*’ can be developed in similar fashion.
In this manner we can return to the calculation of the ln-
dicnted integrals. 0bYious17, In the above series develop-
ments it suffices to consider any appropriate finito
of terms.
For ex~ple, the terms A= may be approximated
number
at
de-
-—— —. _ - .._ - —.—— . ..- _— —
—I
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. .
after putt-$qg
=(r-rl)’ “ b= *
a
a ()
and similarly for the other terms.
‘,
Numerical C@culation8
Consider a wing of unit semispan, a glyen ratio of
~
n
= 2.5, which uv be considered as a minimum attainable
practical limit in spinning, at least, within the range of
validity of Prandtlf B theory~ and visualize a vortex leaw-
ing at the point of abscissa r = 1. We determine the
values of the above coefficients for the points on abscissa
Oand- 1 (tho calculation of tho coofficlents B for
tho poizit”on.absclssa O is omitted, sfnco they aro ob-
viously useless, being multiplied by the absoissa itself.)
“.
70 have:
. .
“rl = Al= “.B1= Aa= Ba =
“ o- 0.05354 ------- - 0.0280 . -------
.,
-:1. 0.03036 0:00120 - 0.00625 0.00236
The following table shows the corresponding values of
4Tr .411vaI -r and Vt’ ~ in comparison with those of equa-
tion (2): :.
o + 0.400 + 0.372 + 7. - 0.972 - 0.930 + 4.5
- 1 + 0.172 + 0.186 - 7.5 - 0.4990 - 0.4s5 + 6.7
I
. .__ .
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Since it may be assumed that tho porcontago d error
established for the point rl = -1 is a maximum and bo-
sideu,”a-inowthe closer “we appraoch the voht-e~‘the error
must of necoaait~ deoroaee fd.sb,wo wero oonmtraineil to aO-
duoe that the substitution of.tho @octlllnear for tho holi-
colilal~ortex does not produce, acoording to the effeote
qf thts analysleo errors greater than those involved in the
conventional approximation inherent to the nature of the
problem itself.
II. Cheek on the ~egree of ~pproxlmation Obtained with
a) ooO” (tan-l) x =lTo.2x-o.2e
b) sin (tan-l) x = 1.05 x - 0.35 @
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0..9
1.0
Cos (tEul-Z) x
——— — -—
effectivl
0.99553
0.98058
0.95782
0.92847
0.89443
0.85749
0.81949
0.78087
0.74329
0.70710
.—
-- .—.. -
for ~
0.988
0.972
0.952
0.928
0.900
0.868
0.832
0.792
0.748
0.700
- 0.756
- 0.821
- 0.602
- 0.050
+ 0.675
1.265
1.406
1.425
0.s34
- 1.005
sin
sffectivf
0.09955
0.19612
0.28735
0.37139
0.44721
0.51449
0.57364
0.62469
0.66896
0.70710
(ttm-1) x
0.1015
0.1960
0.2835
0.3640
0.4375
0.5040
0.5633
0.6160
0.6615
0.7000
=-=r-
+ 1.97
- 0.06
- 1.34
- 1.99
- 2.15
- 2.04
- 1.80
- 1.39
-.1.11
- 0.71
-.—. -
—.. . ---
1.
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